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Slush Machine Operating Instructions 

 

 Please read these instructions carefully before operating the slush machine 

 Place machine on flat surface leaving at least 8” on all sides for circulation to avoid overheating 

 Do not plug more than one machine into one socket, use of extension cords not 
recommended 

 Mix product in a separate container as per product instructions.  Be careful not to dilute the 

mixture, too much water will cause over freezing and break the scraper blade 

 Never turn machine on without product in the bowl or only water in the bowl 

 Do not exceed the “MAX” line and never pour hot product into the bowl 

 Do not let the product drop below the “MIN” line 

 Plug in the machine and turn on main power switch 

 Turn on the main freeze switch 

 Turn on the individual bowl freezer switch and the spiral scraper switch 

 Allow 30-60 minutes or more if possible for product to reach slush consistency  

 There is a fine adjustment at the back of the machine, if your slush is to thick, turn the knob to 
left and if it is too liquid turn the knob to the right  Only adjust by 2-3 turns and wait 10-15 

minutes to check consistency before adjusting again.  The top of the white plastic cylinder must 

remain in the viewer 

 Do not open any panels of the machine under any circumstances 

 DO NOT MIX ALCOHOL IN THE MACHINE, it will prevent the slush from reaching the right 

consistency  

 Dispense the slush into a glass and add alcohol at that time if desired. 

 

*Slush mix in pouches is 5 pouches of water to 1 mix pouch* 

 

Trouble shooting 

 

Power Failure     Check power supply and plug 

      Check all switches 

 

Product not freezing    Check ventilation 

      

Scraper not moving or making noise  Product is too diluted 

      (Too much water content) 

 

Contact D&D should you have any difficulties not listed here or are having difficulty operating the 

machine.  We recommend testing out the machine well before your event to for smooth operation. 


